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Walk of Fame Entertainment presents

GENERATION WOLF
A film by Christian de la Cortina
Year: 2016 / Running time: 95 minutes
Format: DCP / Languages: English & Spanish
WON BEST LATIN FILM AT THE 4TH BORREGO SPRINGS FILM FESTIVAL 2017
Media & Sales Information
Walk of Fame Entertainment / Vanessa Caceres
e: vcaceres@wfentertainment.com cel. 450-330-4981

TRAILER: https://vimeo.com/168237950

CURRENT REVIEWS
“Generation Wolf is a superlative little thriller. At a taut ninety minutes, it flows well, boasts some nice
twists (while not being diﬃcult to follow) and features superb performances. It is also accompanied
by a solid, exhilarating score from first time composer Martin Macek – further enlivening the thrills.
Filmizon - Nikolai Adams
“La actuación de Christian de la Cortina y del chileno Sergio Hernández es impecable… Me gustó
cómo el director muestra la diferencia entre dos culturas y sus valores, en este caso, la cultura latinoamericana y la americana.” Orbita Popular - Frida Velarde

CAST & CREW
Vincent Del Toro
Bill Anderson
Juan Pablo del Toro
Valery Jones
Polansky

Christian de la Cortina
Tyler Murree
Sergio Hernandez
Hayley Sales
Luc Morissette

Screenplay

Christian de la Cortina
Frank Baylis

Director

Christian de la Cortina

Producer
Director of Photography

Vanessa Caceres
Vincent Allard

Artistic Director

Marjolaine Constantin

Sound Engineer

Pascal Plante

Editors

Christophe Leclerc

Sound Designers

Pascal Plante
Hugo de la Cerda

Music Composer

Martin Macek

BIOGRAPHY
CHRISTIAN DE LA CORTINA
Christian de la Cortina is a Canadian actor with a Hispanic heritage. He has a diploma in cinematography and holds a degree in commerce. Aside from producing his own films, his acting skills have
landed him numerous leading roles in several movies and TV series, including Oscar Winner movie,
Brooklyn directed by John Crowley, 4 Soldats directed by Robert Morin, La Marraine directed by
Alain Desroches, and Les Tuches 2 directed by Olivier Baroux. Christian de la Cortina plays the
leading role in Generation Wolf, Vincent del Toro. His performance allows the public to connect with
his character throughout the story.
SERGIO HERNANDEZ
Sergio is a famous Chilean actor with more than 45 years of experience in cinema and theatre. In
Generation Wolf, Sergio plays Vincent's father, Juan Pablo, a caring father who wants his son to follow the righteous path.
Hernandez has participated in more than 60 films. He has lived and acted in movies and theatres in
Europe from 1973 to 1986. Among his most recent roles, he was praised for his performance in the
Chilean movie Gloria which won numerous awards at the Berlin International Film Festival 2013.
TYLER MURREE
Tyler Murree is a Canadian actor who has been performing on stage and on screen across North
America for over 20 years. He graduated from Queen’s University in Ontario, Canada. His first leading role in the big screen is Bill in Generation Wolf in which he delivered an outstanding performance, portraying successfully the main antagonist.
HAYLEY SALES
Hayley Sales is a Canadian actress and an award winning singer from Vancouver. Sales is known for
her work in NBC's Heartbeat (2016) during 3 seasons alongside Andie MacDowell and in Cedar
Cove (2012-2015). She plays Valery, the former girlfriend of Vincent del Toro, in the movie Generation Wolf, an attractive and intelligent career woman.

DIRECTOR’S NOTES
Christian de la Cortina has always been fascinated by thriller movies about the underground world.
As an actor, he has interpreted similar types of mysterious and risk-taking characters in movies and
TV series. However, for Generation Wolf, Christian wanted to direct and act in an original Thriller that
would also have a human side to it.
Inspired by his own family values and childhood, Christian developed a unique and intimate father
and son relationship that became the anchor of the script itself. The filmmaker/actor also aims to
immerse the public into a journey full of doubts, suspense and intrigue during the entire movie.
The title Generation Wolf makes reference to all the alpha characters involved in the movie (including Valery). Business is their beast – and nothing will get in the way as they attempt to conquer their
goals.
After graduating from film school, Christian de la Cortina was inspired by successful actors/filmmakers stories such as Ed Burns, Matt Damon and Tyler Perry. They all wrote their own films which
helped them building their acting careers. Since that day, Christian has always strived to direct and
act in his own movies that would be appealing to an international audience.
Generation Wolf is an ambitious production, bilingual in English and Spanish, aligned an excellent
casting with the participation of the globally renowned Chilean actor Sergio Hernandez and an
amazing soundtrack by the Argentinian composer Martin Macek. Since the first few seconds of the
movies, the audience will be impressed by the majestic aerial shots of Californian cliﬀs and beaches.
FILMOGRAPHY (Christian de la Cortina)
2016 - Generation Wolf, feature film, fiction.
2009 - Carjacking, feature film, fiction.
2005 - Carjacking, short film, fiction.
2003 - Tie Break, short film, fiction.
2002 - Dimirov, short film, fiction.
2001 - Widow of Cunningham, short film, fiction

